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Reliability of two Smartphone applications to measure the hip range of motion
in asymptomatic patients
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Abstract
Hip range of motion (ROM) is a common variable used by clinicians to assess the hip function. Smartphones
are present in the daily life of almost the entire population and most of health practitioners own one of them.
Smartphones allow to download different applications to measure the ROM. However, there is a lack of studies
evaluating the intra- and inter-rater reliability of two Smartphone applications from different operating systems.
Thus, the aim of this study was to evaluate the intra- and inter-rater reliability of two Smartphone applications
(Clinometer for Android and Measures for iOS) for the evaluation of passive hip ROM in asymptomatic
patients. A cross-sectional study was conducted between September 2018 and April 2019. The Android
application “Clinometer” and iOS application “Measures” were used to measure the hip ROM following a
described protocol. 15 asymptomatic patients (30 hips) were assessed for internal rotation, external rotation,
flexion and extension ROM by two independent examiners. The Intraclass Correlation Coefficient was used
to calculate the intra- and inter-rater reliability. The results showed that both Smartphone applications,
Clinometer and Measures, presented excellent intra-rater reliability for all the hip ROM measurements. The
inter-rater values showed that both applications presented excellent inter-rater reliability except the Measures
application for hip extension ROM. In conclusion, Clinometer and Measures are reliable tools for hip ROM
assessment.
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Introduction

For this reason, the tools that clinicians use

Hip range of motion (ROM) is one of the main

to measure the hip ROM need to be reliable, to

variables used by clinicians to assess the function

diagnose clinically several hip pathologies and

of the hip joint. According to the normative values

to evaluate the effects of the intervention session

described for each joint, the hip ROM could classify

to control the progression of the function of the

the ROM as pathologic or physiologic.

patient.

Several pathologies such as hip osteoarthritis

The two arm-goniometer is still the most

use the ROM variable to diagnose the pathology

commonly used economical and portable device

according to the clinical criteria described by the

for the evaluation of the hip ROM. The universal

American College of Rheumatology. This fact could

goniometer has shown to be valid and an excellent

prevent unnecessary radiation and costs derived

intra-rater Intraclass Correlation Coefficient

from the imaging tests. Also, ROM is commonly

(ICC) for the measurement of hip ROM [2-5].

used to quantify the intra- and inter-session effects

However, the universal goniometer presents

of a treatment [1].

several limitations: the examiner needs both hands
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to measure hip ROM and specific training to

Participants

control the starting position, the centre of rotation,

Fifteen asymptomatic participants (30

the long axis of the limb and the true vertical and

hip joints) (53.3% male) with a mean age of

horizontal positions.

19.81(2.13), 1.74 (8.82) meters of height and 68.84

Nowadays, 97% of the Spanish population
have Smartphones [6]. And a recent study has
concluded that the majority of health practitioners
own a Smartphone [7]. Smartphones allow

(17.22) kilograms of weight were recruited from
the University of Valladolid.
The inclusion criteria were: asymptomatic hip
ROM and age between 18 to 25 years.

clinicians to download different applications to

The exclusion criteria were: hip pain, previous

assess the hip ROM. These apps are usually free,

lower limb physiotherapy or medical treatment,

simple and accessible tools to assess the hip ROM.

neurological, vascular or musculoskeletal

Therefore, they have to be reliable to avoid the

disorders in the hip joint or other regions, inability

risk of bias.

to understand the instructions and complete the

Some authors have used Smartphone

study assessments.

applications to measure the ROM of different body
parts such as the spine [8], shoulder [9] and ankle

Instruments

[10] in asymptomatic subjects. However, there is

The protocol described by Pua et al. [12] was

a lack of studies evaluating the reliability of two

performed with both Smartphone applications.

different Smartphone applications from different

The measurements were taken following the same

operating systems to assess the hip ROM in

order: internal rotation, external rotation, flexion

asymptomatic patients.

and extension. For each movement, the point was

Therefore, the aim of this study was to
evaluate the intra- and inter-rater reliability of

recorded when the examiner felt the firm or stiff
end feel. The mean of 2 trials was recorded [12].

two Smartphone applications (Clinometer for
Android and Measures for iOS) for the evaluation

Smartphone applications

of passive hip flexion, extension, internal rotation

The smartphone applications used in this study

and external rotation ROM in asymptomatic

were the Android application “Clinometer”, a free

participants.

application available for download from Google
Play (http://play.google.com/store/apps), and

Methods

the iOS application “Measures”, a free and basic

Study design

application of iPhone. Both Smartphones were

A cross-sectional study was conducted between

positioned according to Pua et al. [12].

September 2018 and April 2019 in Soria, Spain.

To measure hip internal and external ROM

The Android application “Clinometer” and iOS

patients were in the sitting position with the

application “Measures” were used to measure

hips and knees flexed at 90º. The Smartphone

the hip ROM. For the study of both, inter- and

was placed along the fibula with the distal part

intra-rater reliability, a descriptive correlational

positioned 5 cm proximal to the lateral malleolus

research was designed. Patients provided written

to measure hip internal rotation, and along the

and informed consent to participate in this study.

tibia with the distal part positioned 5 cm proximal

The study was carried out according to STROBE

to the medial malleolus to measure hip external

guidelines [11].

rotation.
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To measure hip flexion ROM patients were in

statistical significance for an alpha-value set to be

the supine position. The Smartphone was attached

0.05 and with a power more than 80.0%. However,

to a plastic strip and the movement was performed

due to the presence of high level of variability in the

with knee flexion. The Smartphone was placed

way the subjects would response to the mobility, we

parallel to the femur between the great trochanter

obtained 30 hips for the sample in order to offset the

and the lateral femoral condyle. The measurement

high level of variability found [13].

was stopped if the pelvis rotated dorsally.
To measure hip extension ROM patients were in

Statistical analysis

the supine position and their hip joints positioned

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS

at the edge of the treatment table. Participants first

20.0 for Windows. The average value and the

flexed both hips and knees, and the hips were slowly

repeatability of each of ROM measurements were

extended by the examiner until the lumbar spine was

calculated prior to the reliability analysis.

flattened. The contralateral hip was held passively by

Intra and inter-rater reliability were estimated

the participants. The Smartphone was attached to a

with the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC)

plastic strip and the movement was performed with

and their 95% confidence intervals (CI). The

knee flexion. The Smartphone was placed parallel

interpretation of the ICC values following Fleiss

to the femur between the great trochanter and the

et al. [15] included >0.75 = excellent, 0.75 – 0.40 =

lateral femoral condyle. In this position, hip extension

fair to good, and < 0.40 = poor.

movement was stopped if the pelvis rotated ventrally.

95% CI was constructed around the estimated
point to account for sample variation [14,15].

Procedures for assessing reliability
Patients were assessed independently by two
examiners. Examiner 1 was a physical therapy

Standard error measurement (SEM) was calculated
in relation to standard deviation (SD) of each
measurement using the formula:

student and Examiner 2 was an experienced

SEM = DT x √(1–ICC)

examiner with more than 7 years of clinical

SEM measures the accuracy of the score in

experience in orthopaedics. Examiner 1 performed

repeated measures. A SEM < 7% is an indicator

the protocol with both Smartphone applications,

of reliability, > 12.5 % indicates poor reliability.

whereas the other assistant recorded the measures

Finally, the minimal detectable change (MDC) was

to maintain blinding. When the examiner 1

calculated based on the formula:

had taken two measures of each movement, the

MDC = 1.96 x (√ 2 x SEM).

examiner 2 performed the same protocol with both

The MDC provides evidence regarding the

Smartphones for inter-rater reliability. Each hip

smallest change between two measurements that

joint was measured independently.

could be considered statistically significant [16].

To assess intra-rater reliability, the examiner
1 assessed the entire protocol again with both

Results

Smartphones after a rest period of 30 minutes. No

Intra and Inter-rater reliability

previous warm-up was carried out.

In the ICC analysis, both Smartphone
applications showed excellent intra-rater reliability

Sample size calculation
Based on two observations made on each subject a
sample size of at least 18 hips was required to achieve

in all movements with ICC values > 0.75 (range,
0.89-0.97). The SEM and MDC values for intrarater reliability are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Intra-rater reliability criteria with Smartphone applications
Examiner 1, 1st
measurement
(mean ± SD)

Examiner 1, 2nd
measurement
(mean ± SD)

ICC

95% CI

SEM

MDC

Internal rotation

32.97 (7.42)

32.50 (7.59)

0.97

0.93-0.98

2.21

4.33

External rotation

37.73 (5.25)

37.57 (5.77)

0.89

0.78-0.94

2.10

5.82

Flexion

102.83 (8.12)

102.97 (7.36)

0.92

0.84-0.96

2.44

6.75

Extension

11.97 (5.75)

11.50 (4.86)

0.87

0.76-0.85

2.30

6.36

Internal rotation

32.40 (8.16)

32.43 (7.74)

0.97

0.93-0.98

1.14

3.16

External rotation

37.73 (5.23)

37.97 (5.23)

0.90

0.80-0.95

1.48

4.09

Flexion

102.87 (8.02)

103.23 (8.02)

0.95

0.90-0.97

3.21

8.87

Extension

11.07 (6.65)

10.77 (5.72)

0.90

0.81-0.95

3.52

9.72

Clinometer

Measures

Table 2. Inter-rater reliability criteria with Smartphone applications.
Examiner 1, 1st
measurement
(mean ± SD)

Examiner 2, 1st
measurement
(mean ± SD)

ICC

95% CI

SEM

MDC

Internal rotation

32.97 (7.42)

30.93 (7.36)

0.91

0.83-0.95

2.23

6.15

External rotation

37.73 (5.25)

36.87 (5.96)

0.84

0.69-0.92

2.10

5.80

Flexion

102.83 (8.12)

102.97 (7.36)

0.89

0.78-0.94

2.69

7.44

Extension

11.97 (5.75)

12.97 (7.36)

0.84

0.69-0.92

2.30

6.36

Internal rotation

32.40 (8.16)

30.37 (7.19)

0.86

0.73-0.93

3.05

8.44

External rotation

37.73 (5.23)

36.57 (6.50)

0.92

0.66-0.91

1.48

4.09

Flexion

102.87 (8.02)

103.30 (7.82)

0.84

0.70-0.92

3.21

8.87

Extension

11.07 (6.65)

10.83 (7.82)

0.72

0.49-0.85

3.52

9.72

Clinometer

Measures

Inter-rater reliability showed excellent

Discussion

reliability in all movements for Android

This is the first study to examine the intra- and

application “Clinometer” with ICC values > 0.75

inter-rater reliability of “Clinometer” and “Measures”

(range 0.84-0.91). Inter-rater reliability showed

applications for measuring the passive hip ROM in

excellent reliability for flexion, internal and

asymptomatic subjects according to the procedure

external rotation for iOS application “Measures”

described by Pua et al. [12].

with ICC values > 0.75 (range 84-92) and good

Overall, previous studies have assessed the hip

reliability for extension ROM with ICC value =

ROM with several instruments in asymptomatic

0.72. Table 2 shows the results with the SEM and

subjects. The data obtained in this study for each

MDC for the measurements of the examiner 1 and

hip movement are similar to the data presented by

the examiner 2.

other authors [2,17].
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Inter-rater reliability

performed on the validity of Smartphones for the

The outcomes obtained in this study

measurements of hip ROM [2,17], no previous

demonstrated excellent inter-rater reliability for

studies have assessed the intra- and inter-rater

the “Clinometer” application and excellent inter-

reliability of the Android application “Clinometer”

rater reliability for the “Measures” application for

and the iOS application “Measures” for the

hip flexion, internal and external rotation and

measurement of passive hip ROM in asymptomatic

good reliability for extension ROM. These results

subjects.

showed that when the hip ROM is measured with
the “Clinometer” Smartphone application by two

Intra-rater reliability

different examiners, similar results can be expected.

The outcomes obtained in this study estimated

Moreover, the, same results can be expected with

excellent intra-rater reliability, showing that when

the “Measures” application, but clinicians should

the hip ROM is measured with the Smartphone

pay special attention in hip extension movement.

by one examiner, similar results can be expected

To our knowledge, no previous studies

from one session to the next. This finding allows

have evaluated the inter-rater reliability of the

clinicians to control the changes after a treatment

Smartphone applications in asymptomatic subjects.

session.

In the ICC values obtained for both Smartphone

To our knowledge, no study examining the

applications showed excellent inter-rater reliability

intra-rater reliability of the “Clinometer” and

(ICCs= 0.84-0.92; 95%CI: 0.69-0.95), except for hip

“Measures” Smartphone applications for assessing

extension measured by the “Measures” application

the hip ROM in asymptomatic subjects has been

(ICC= 0.72; 95%CI: 0.49-0.85). Previous studies

published.

assessing the inter-rater reliability of Smartphone

The ICC values obtained in this study (ICCs=

applications in other joints have demonstrated

0.89-0.97; 95% CI: 0.76-0.98) were similar to

similar results [8,9,18], and other authors have

other Smartphone applications in other joints

reported worse results in asymptomatic population

in asymptomatic subjects [8,9,14,17-19]. A

[14,19].

reproducible and accurate measurement method

The results of SEM and MDC analyses for inter-

is essential for the assessment of ROM in joint

rater reliability of both Smartphone applications

mobility [20]. In people with or without hip

ranged from 1.48 to 3.52 for SEM and from 4.09

pathology a reliable tool to assess the hip ROM is

to 9.72 for MDC. To our knowledge, no studies

crucial. This variable is important for the diagnosis

have assessed the inter-rater reliability of the Pua

of different pathologies such as hip osteoarthritis

et al. [12] protocol in asymptomatic patients. For

[1,21] and for the control of the optimal hip ROM.

this reason, the comparison of the results becomes

The SEM and MDC values achieved for intra-

complex. The “Clinometer” application presented

rater reliability for both applications (range,

lower values for SEM and MDC compared to the

1.14º-5.51º for SEM; 3.16º-9.72º for MDC). The

“Measures” application for all the hip movements

hip extension ROM presents the highest MDC

except for external rotation.

value when the measurement was performed

The main issue of this study is to determine

with iOS application “Measures”. The “Measures”

whether a single therapist can measure the mobility

application may be more accurate for assessing the

of the hip without the help of another therapist.

hip flexion and extension ROM.

A reliable tool allows clinicians to diagnose and
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to control the evolution of the patient without
economical cost and large appliances. The results
of this study confirm that the Android application
“Clinometer” and iOS application “Measures”
can be used for hip ROM measurements in
asymptomatic population by different examiners
and by the same examiner following the Pua et al.
[12] protocol.
There are limitations to consider in this study.
Although we measured hip movements in different
planes, the abduction and adduction movements
were not measured. Another limitation is the lack
of between-day reliability data. It is well known
that outcomes of the studies in which repeated
tests are performed at short time intervals can
markedly differ from those obtained in the studies
in which tests are performed at longer time
intervals. Moreover,, no concurrent validity has
been assessed.
Conclusion
The results of the current study have shown
that two Smartphone applications, “Clinometer”
and “Measures”, presented excellent intra-rater
reliability for the measurement of internal rotation,
external rotation, flexion and extension hip ROM
in asymptomatic participants. The “Clinometer”
application demonstrated an excellent interrater reliability for all the measurements and the
“Measures” application showed an excellent interrater reliability for all the measurements except for
hip extension ROM.
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